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 Centerville and Fairmont met for the 70th time on the gridiron last Friday. The 
dominance continued as the Elks achieved their 55th victory in the series with a 7-0 shutout.  
This was a hard fought, tough battle that was decided in the final period. Sophomore defensive 
end, Mason Keely, sealed the victory with an interception with 1:11 left in the game. 
 The Black Shirt defense rose up and held an offense that was averaging 208 rushing 
yards to only 92 yards, an outstanding performance.  Add their 48 passing yards for a total of 
140, and you have one of the best defensive performances in recent seasons. Nothing is better 
than putting a shutout on the scoreboard and this was the Elks third shutout of the season!  
 Led by linebacker Jake Mullinger, with 9 tackles, the band of  Black Shirts got the job 
done. Butler Bulldog commit, Matt Karpinsky, added 7 stops. Reggie Powers and Emmanuel 
Deng both had six tackles each respectively.  
 Fairmont’s defense was tough and one of the best in the GWOC. With sophomore 
quarterback Braylon Newcomb making his second start, the offensive balanced attack 
generated 103 yards rushing and 92 yards passing which kept the Firebirds coaching staff 
guessing the entire night. Spreading the ball around to multiple receivers was effective. Jamar 
Montgomery had 4 catches, Nic Bruder recorded 3, including the touchdown, and Quiten 
Robinson added a couple as well.  Sean Cole and Reggie Powers completed the receptions 
with one each.  Sophomore Jacaurre Vaughn was the featured running back on the ground 
attack. 
 Another critical success factor was winning the time of possession. It is more difficult 
for the opponent to score when their offense is on the bench.  The Elks offense had the ball for 
25:19 versus 22:41 for the Firebirds. This was the only game this season where the Firebirds 
lost this important statistic. Special teams had another solid performance and kicker, Jackson 
Courville, came up just short on one of two fifty-plus field goals. 
 Tonight will be the 68th meeting between the Centerville Elks and Wayne Warriors.  
The rivalry is right up there with the most celebrated in the state of Ohio, dating back to 1956 
and the Elks having the edge 34-32 with one tie.   
 Be sure to check out The Today Show on NBC morning airing live from Centerville 
Stadium. The segment, titled “Friday Morning Lights,” will feature Centerville’s football team, 
cheerleaders, Jazz Band, coeds, mascot, all fall athletes and “The Herd” student section. 
Nominated by a former band parent, NBC and the Today Show producers chose to come to 
Centerville High School.  Now the whole Nation will learn about Elk Nation and Elk Pride! 

 

Elks Shutout Birds 7-0 

Mason Keely celebrates with the Black Shirt turnover chain 
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TEAM OPPONENT DATE TIME LOCATION 

Varsity Wayne Friday 10-21 7:00 PM Away 

Junior Varsity Wayne Saturday 10-22 10:00 AM Centerville Stadium 

Freshmen Troy Saturday 10-22  10:00 AM Away 

8th Grade Trotwood Madison Wednesday 10-19 7:00 PM Away 

7th Grade Trotwood Madison Wednesday 10-19 6:00 PM Away 

TEAM OPPONENT DATE ELKS OPPONENT 

Varsity Fairmont 10/14/22 7 0 

Junior Varsity Fairmont 10/15/22 7 6 

Freshmen Fairmont 10/15/22 25 16 

8th Grade Wayne 10/13/22 14 9 

7th Grade Wayne 10/12/22 18 28 

 
Elk’s Football Schedule 

 
Week  9 Results  
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The Fairmont game was a thriller, congratulations!  How did earlier games this seasons provide experience for close battles? 
The game was very close. It was a very hard-fought game for both teams. They have a very sound and physical team and we appreciated 
the opportunity to slug it out with them Friday night. We have been in many close games this year. Playing hard in those games definitely 
gave our team a feeling of comfortability because they had done it before. If you're going to be a great team, you're definitely going to be 
in close games and you have to find a way to win them. Our players and coaches did a great job of preparing and executing.  
  
What were the key turning points in the Firebird game? 
First, every time our defense got a stop was a key turning point. When the offense is driving but not finishing with points, it's imperative 
that the defense gets stops. They did. One specific turning point was the only touchdown of the game. Our kids did a great job of 
executing the play and it was a great play-suggestion from our assistant coaches. Another big turning point was when the Fairmont 
player got a personal foul and gave us a first down. That was huge for game management. Lastly, our defense was able to get their 
offense behind the chains at the end. They did this through sacks and Fairmont committed a big penalty. There's a sign on the wall in 
our locker room that says, "5 or 6 plays decide the outcome of every game. You never know which ones they are until the game is over." 
Those plays were huge for us and our kids did a great job in the moment.  
  
This will be the 68th meeting in this rivalry, dating back to 1956. How does the pressure of the rivalry impact the preparation 
during Wayne Week? 
We talked to our kids this weekend about rivalry games. We explained that they are one of the reasons why playing football at Centerville 
is so great. Every game feels like a rivalry and like we have a big target on our chest. We thrive in the moment and I truly believe our 
team craves the big game. They want the pressure of a big game and they want to find out where they stand at the end.  
  
Every time these two schools play, emotions are going to be high, and then you add Senior Night on top of that.  How do you 
and your staff manage the emotion these young men will be experiencing on this special night? 
Football is an emotional game. The great teams know how to play with emotion but also know how to control it. If it's something we are 
trying to manage on a Friday night, then we haven't done our job preparing the team. We practice with intensity and emotion. We lift 
weights with intensity and emotion. We scrimmage with intensity and emotion. Our kids will definitely recognize the intensity and 
emotion on Friday night, but it won't feel foreign to them. It's another great opportunity to find out how well we prepare and how well 
we can play when the stakes are high. It will be exciting. We are eager for the moment and it won't be too big for any of our players.  
 

         Coach Ullery 

 

           Inside the Headset 
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Centerville - Wayne Preview 
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Key Wayne Warriors 
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Fairmont Game Statistics 
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Offensive Statistics 



www.elksfootball.com/qbclub 
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Offensive Action 
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 Defensive Statistics 
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Defensive Action 
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Kicking Statistics 
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Scoring Summary 

Men of Centerville, Brendan Salo 21’ and Wyatt Osterhage 20’ give a shout out for the shutout!  
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 Drive Chart 

     
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fairmont Players of the Week 

Sam Bomberry 
 Defensive Line 

Connor Hamms  
 JV Defense  

Bryce Bohram-Thomas  
JV Offense 
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Josh Miller   
Scout Defensive  

Connor Miltenberger 
 Scout Team Offense 

Andres Meza 
Special Teams  

Braylon Newcomb  
 Offensive Back 

James Owsley  
 Offensive Line 

Jacob Mullinger 
Defensive Back 
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 What Makes A Great Rivalry? 

 
Number 1:  Meetings between the teams are of interest to sports fans outside of the normal boundaries of the 
schools.  

 ESPNU broadcast the regular season Wayne– Centerville game live in 2010  

 
Number 2:  Both teams are generally near the top of the standings in the last five years – the rivalry games have 
to actually mean something . 

 Both teams have been either first, second or third in the GWOC standings over the last 18 years. 

   
Number 3: Teams must meet every year. 

 Wayne and Centerville have played each other in football every year for the last 51 years. 
 
Number 4: Both teams need to be located near each other.  Proximity is key to a animosity exiting among 
fanbases between games.  

 Schools are located 20 miles apart. 

 
Number 5: Teams may only have one true rivalry counted. 

USAToday states the following criteria must be met to qualify as an elite rivalry : 
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Through the Years  

Elks DL Jameson Hartke 
pressures Wayne’s QB Alex Early Marcus Freeman against the Elks in 2001 

#1 Tim Krapfel leads Elks out in 2015 

Donini wraps up Braxton Miller in 2007 

QB David Flemming looks for running room in 2007 

Elk Nick Bozzo picks up yardage against Warriors in 2012 Elk’s pick off a Braxton Miller pass in 2009 

QB Alec Gradin passes over Crain in 2016 DL Kris Artis sacks QB Cam Fancher in 2020 

 

Tim Krapfel scores in 2015 
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The Rivalry Games 

32 

Wayne 
Victories    

* OHSAA Playoffs 

34    
Centerville 
Victories    

One tie in the series 
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Classic Rivalry Game Memories 
      Ryan Hawk Class of 2000 
       1999 game. My senior year. We 
were both 8-0 and the top rated teams 
in the state. They had tons of guys 
committed to play D1.  
 The Dayton Daily News 
wrote a front page story about the 
game every day of the week leading 
up to the game. 
 Our bus pulled into the 
parking lot and as we drove to the 
locker room (by the field), we noticed 

that the entire stadium was full and there were a few thousand 
more people standing around the field. One of the most 
electric environments of my career. 
 As for the game… We did what we did. Executed 
our offense like we always did. The opponent didn’t matter. 
We won 35-14.  
 I spoke with some of their players after the game and 
they told me they were intimidated by how precision-like we 
executed our offense. We didn’t play great, we just played like 
we normally did (we had the top scoring offense in the state 
that year). Overall, it was a very cool experience given the 
magnitude of the game. Our preparation allowed us to meet 
the moment with excellence and dominate.  

      Tony Abboud Class of 1997 
       As a former player, coach and 
now parent, Wayne week has been 
marked on my calendar annually for 
over 25 years.   Wayne week was 
always the most intense week of the 
football season.    
 The Western Ohio League 
conference, now GWOC,  would 
always be determine by the Wayne/
Centerville games.    
     What I remember of the Wayne 

games from the late 90s is how physical and intense the games 
were.  We were always out sized at every position, but Coach 
Gregg would always push us to play bigger than who we 
were.  We were coached to play for each other and to always 
hold our teammates accountable.      
 As a fan, the best game I ever watched was the 2010 
playoff game at Welcome Stadium with over 10,000 fans. 
Although the Elks game up short that day, they battled until 
the very end.    
 Going into battle with your teammates during Wayne 
week was the best part of the football season.   
             Elk Pride!   
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Classic Rivalry Game Memories 
  Tommy Tamaska Class of 2005 
       The 2004 Centerville Wayne 
game lived up to all the hype 
broadcasted through the week. News 
interviews, game of the week, Senior 
night, you name it, all eyes were on 
this game.  
 The movie like setting was 
set, as the stakes were high. Both 
teams entered the game 9-0. Winner 
won GWOC title, winner also 

advanced to the playoffs while the loser ended their season 
and went home.  
 Centerville stadium was filled to the brim, standing 
room only and many watching from the grass outside the 
stadium. As chopper 7 and Mike Hartsock delivered the game 
ball, it was time to kickoff one of the greatest games I’ve ever 
been a part of.  
 Wayne‘s team had many great players that year, but 
the Elks came out firing on all cylinders. Entering halftime, it 
appeared the Elks were going to easily handle Wayne as we 
were up three touchdowns, 28-7.    
 The second half belonged to Wayne as they came 
back to make it a one score game. As Wayne had the ball 
down 7 in the final seconds, their final play on 4th down 
resulted in a sack and ending the game Elks 35 - Wayne 27. 
 The Elks team and fans rushed the field, it was 
beyond what words can describe.  
 The total game was a team effort, from coaching to 
both sides of the ball doing what they needed to get the W. 
 That game will always be remembered as one of the 
greatest games to have taken place at Centerville Stadium and 
I’m so fortunate to been a part of it.  

       Zach Taylor Class of 2003 
 I appreciate you reaching 
out to me during the infamous 
Wayne rivalry week. I love the fact 
that senior night coincides with such 
a great match up! This Friday will be 
forever remembered by all that are 
privileged to experience one of 
Ohio’s most storied rivalries.  
  I will tell you that trying to 
narrow down all of my memories 

into one “favorite” or “most memorable” is almost 
impossible. Wayne was always the perennial powerhouse 
dating back to 2nd grade when I started as a Wee Elk. This 
held true leading into my senior year. With that said, I will 
share two equally memorable Wayne moments. This first 
experience set the stage for the second.  
 In 1999 (my freshman year), I attended the 
Centerville vs. Wayne game at Heidkamp Stadium. Both 
teams were highly ranked throughout the state and 
undefeated. The stadium was so full, fans were sitting on 
the concession stand roof. The game was so electric as 
both teams went back and forth in scoring. Ultimately, the 
Elks came out victors on Wayne’s home field. The entire 
game was unbelievable as both fan bases poured all of their 
energy into supporting their boys.  
 Fast forward to 2002 (my senior year) when we 
met as two undefeated teams both chasing a chance to get 
into the playoffs. As always, the game was hyped as being 
one of the best in the state. The game sold out by mid 
week.  
 The stadium was filled with fans standing around 
the fencing. The build up to Friday was like no other that 
season. From pregame warm ups to the last play, the 
energy was unmatched.  
 We ended up losing that night, but my favorite 
memory is the feeling of community and brotherhood as 
we took the field to a deafening crowd as the band played 
our fight song. It is the loudest I had experienced that night 
with the Black and Gold overtaking the stadium.  
 Seeing all of the alumni standing by the locker 
room proved how impactful Elk Pride is. It isn’t just an 
experience or motto that goes away over time. It is 
something that is almost impossible to describe. The pride 
is the foundation to success.  
 Elk Pride is a way of life that stays within us all. 
That night is when it first clicked. That is why it’s my 
favorite memory.  
   Thanks again. Elk Pride! 
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Classic Rivalry Game Memories 
       John Ehrensberger  Class of 2010 
Wayne: The Boys Up North.  
 
 It’s a special thing to have rivalries in 
high school, especially ones that are defined 
by success on both sides of the line. 
 Often times our rivals are named due 
to their proximity rather than competition. 
Wayne is a rival that Centerville loves to hate 
and I know for a fact Wayne feels the same 
way.   
 Every year we see that big red and 

black W on the schedule and know that when we meet the Warriors 
on the field, the leaves have fallen, the playoffs are set, and everyone 
is trying to define their legacy with that game. 
 I played Wayne three times in my Varsity career at 
Centerville and I’m proud to say I have a 2-1 record against the 
Warriors. I went on to The Ohio State University as a student where 
I lived on the same street as some former Warriors and every time 
we saw each other it was nothing but love, respect, and brotherhood. 
 That comes from the battles we had against each other for a 
decade and the transformation as players, teammates, and men we 
brought out in each other every time the Warriors came to town or 
we headed north.  
 This is an “Iron Sharpens Iron” game boys, the Warriors 
demand your best effort and they’re expecting nothing less from you,  
give ‘em hell and keep coming, when the game is over it’s that 
attitude and effort that will remain in their memory and it’ll be what 
you share as you continue on down the road of life and evolve from 
competitors, to neighbors, to brothers. 
 
Good Luck and BRING THE PAIN. 
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Classic Rivalry Game Memories 

     Nick Dabbelt Class of 2015 
  
 As long as I can remember, Wayne week always meant 
more to me and my brothers. From the time I was in Wee Elks, to 
now as an alumni, I’ve always held this week in my mind as 
hallowed ground. We always say that we treat each week and each 
opponent with the same level of preparation and energy, but deep 
down we all know that this game always receives a little more 
attention, a little more love. This is the game we thought about 
during forty-four forties, championship workouts, and grueling 
preseason conditioning sessions. When you felt like you couldn’t 

go anymore, you would think of the men to the left and the right of you, and you would 
think of Week 10 and the men in red across from you. 
 Usually, we associate rivalries with hatred and little respect for our opponents. 
However, I did not grow up hating our rivals to the north. Over time, I found that I 
respected them more than any other team on our schedule. Why? Because consistent 
excellence and determination from our opponents over the years had earned my respect. 
Before my time as a Man of Centerville, I watched from the bleachers as power struggles 
occurred between the two most distinguished programs in the Dayton area, watching as my 
heroes either prevailed or came up short on the fields of not-so-friendly strife. The feeling 
of joy after a Wayne week win was always a little sweeter, and the feelings of bitterness 
always stuck around until the following year whenever we were given another opportunity 
to win against the Warriors. 
 I’ll fast forward to my senior year, the 2014 season. The stage was set, the cameras 
were ready, and it felt like the Dayton area was holding its breath for the last game of the 
regular season, the best game of the season was finally here. Dramatic effects had risen to 
an all time high, Wayne was undefeated and we were undefeated. This game was for all the 
marbles. Hanging in the balance was a GWOC Championship, an opportunity to get our 
names on the wall forever. The senior class of 2015 had not yet taken home a GWOC 
championship or taken a place on our sacred wall. The hour glass for our time as Men of 
Centerville was down to its final grains of sand, this was our last shot.  
 Conditions for the game couldn’t have been worse. It was raining, cold, and the 
wind was howling. We didn’t care though, we saw this as an advantage against a team that 
relied heavily on their passing offense, and we relished the opportunity to take it to them 
up front in the trenches, and on the ground. The game went back and forth for the entirety 
of all four quarters, exactly what you would expect from two heavyweight contenders.  
 The plays that stick out in my mind are the two touchdown passes that Will 
Vance threw during the game. One to Nate Richardson, and the other to Timmy Krapfel. 
To this day, I’ve never seen two more perfectly placed balls, especially in the horrible 
conditions we were playing in. I have to give Timmy some credit though, as his catch was 
one of the best I’ve ever seen. It was over an opponent that was bigger than him and he 
was committed to the University of Michigan, if that doesn’t scream Man of Centerville, I 
don’t know what does. I also have to give credit to our offensive line, we fought our asses 
off every play. Finally, saving the best for last, the Black Shirts. Our defense was on fire 
during this game, holding one of the best offenses in the state to just 14 points.  
 The clock struck zero in the 4th, the scoreboard read “Elks-19…Warriors-14.” 
Tears of joy filled my eyes, my voice was hoarse from all the yelling, and my body had paid 
the price from four quarters of the most physical game I have ever played in. Our sideline 
sprinted to meet our defense on the field and we celebrated like hell. We lifted our trophy, 
took one final lap around our field, and secured a spot on the sacred wall forever. We had 
paid the price year after year, and we had finally earned what we had longed for since our 
first day as Men of Centerville.  
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In 2008,  fullback Adam Replogle (6’3 240lb) carries Wayne defenders into the endzone in 31-14 Elk win. 
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 Wayne - Centerville Rivalry by Jim Becker, WHS '81   

 Wayne began playing varsity football in 1956. They matched up against Centerville in their third game ever(1). They met again the next year in 
week 3, and in 1958 Wayne joined Centerville in the Little Buckeye League (LBL). The teams played annually as members of the LBL until it 
disbanded following the 1963 season(2). With the departure of the LBL, Wayne moved into the newly formed Western Ohio League starting in 
1964. Centerville joined with other LBL teams to form the Dayton Suburban League. The schools did not play each other in 1964 or 1965, but 
reconvened in 1966 and 1967 on a non-league basis. In 1968 Centerville joined Wayne in the WOL. 
 
Through 1980 the one-sided "rivalry" had been played 23 times with Centerville winning 15 (7 by shutout) including the last six by a margin of 
228-36(3)(4). 
 
In 1981, following an 0-10 season, Wayne hired head coach Mike Schneider, previously at Miamisburg. Schneider immediately turned the pro-
gram around and in week 8 the 6-1 Elks, riding a 53 game WOL winning streak, came to Heidkamp Stadium to face the 5-1-1 Warriors(5). The 
game was an epic struggle with Centerville holding a 6-0 lead through three quarters. In the fourth quarter Schneider called for a fake punt from 
the Wayne 28 yard line. The resulting 72 yard touchdown put Wayne in the lead. A few minutes later they would seal the deal with an intercep-
tion return resulting in the 13-6 final score. 
It was with this victory that Wayne began it's ascent into one of the Dayton area's premiere programs.                                                 

Centerville would prevail the next two years, but the 1984 game was significant. The 1984 squad was Wayne's first truly great team. Led by fu-
ture WHS Hall of Famers Greg Shackleford on defense and Roosevelt Mukes on offense, they dominated their first nine opponents by a com-
bined score of 294-62 en route to a #6 state ranking. Centerville was even better, ranked #2. Centerville hosted the season ending showdown 
and the Warriors went into the locker room with a 14-6 lead. The Elks would take charge after halftime, scoring 22 points in the first nine 
minutes, winning by a final score of 28-20. The victory would put Centerville into the playoffs, the first Dayton Area Division I team to do 
so.(6) 
 
Every Wayne / Centerville game from 1981-90 would decide the WOL title. Since 1985 Wayne holds the edge in the series, having won 23 of 
39. 
 
Probably the most memorable game since 1984 was the 1999 week 9 matchup of undefeateds, with Wayne under the direction of second year 
head coach Jay Minton and led by future NFLer Will Allen. An estimated crowd of 13,000+ packed 5,000 seat Heidkamp Stadium. (7) Center-
ville prevailed 35-14, but it would be Wayne's only loss that year until the state championship game. This was the first Wayne game to be tele-
vised. 
 
In 2005, in addition to the regular season game, the teams met in the second round of the playoffs at Paul Brown Stadium. Centerville lead com-
fortably in the fourth quarter, 28-10, when Wayne switched to their two-minute drill and caught fire. Alex Early threw three touchdown passes 
in a span of 4:19 as the Warriors shocked the Elks, 29-28. 
 
Also noteworthy was the 2010 week 8 contest at Centerville, which was moved to Thursday night so it could be televised on ESPNU. Braxton 
Miller threw two TD passes as Wayne won that night. They would be victorious again four weeks later when the teams matched up in the sec-
ond round of the playoffs at Welcome Stadium. The playoff game was one for the ages, a 35-34 double overtime thriller, with Wayne on the 
way to it's second state championship game. 
 
The 2014 season finale featured two 9-0 teams, the first time since the 1984 game that both teams were undefeated in a week 10 matchup. Cen-
terville prevailed at home in a freezing rain, 19-14, with Wayne turning the ball over seven times. Similar to 1999 it would be Wayne's only loss 
until the state championship game, their third. 

As a result of the Coronavirus pandemic, the 2020 regular season was shortened to six games. Wayne traveled to Centerville in week 3 and 
pulled out a 28-23 victory on a Cam Fancher 35 yard TD pass to Bryan Kinley with 14 seconds left in the game. Four weeks later, Centerville 
visited Wayne in a first round playoff matchup. The teams were tied 7-7 at halftime, before Wayne pulled away in the second half for a 20-10 
victory. 
 
Most recently, fans at the season ending 2021 contest saw the Warriors put on a rushing clinic. Bryan Kinley went for 221 yards, (214 in the first 
half), and Jordan Ward nearly matched him with 184. Each had 3 rushing touchdowns as Wayne tallied 456 yards on the ground, winning by a 
score of 42-21. In summary, Wayne and Centerville have met every year since 1956, with the exception of 1964 and 1965. It is the longest rivalry 
for either school. Through 2021 the teams have played 67 times in 66 years, with Centerville holding the edge 34-32-1. 

(1) Centerville was an inaugural member of the LBL, having joined when they started football in 1948. 
(2) The LBL was composed of smaller schools. From 1961 to 1963 the other members were Carlisle, Covington, Dixie, Germantown, Jefferson, and West Alexandria. At the time Wayne and Centerville were 
both fairly small schools. Wayne's graduating class in 1961 was 111. Refer to Little Buckeye League 
(3) Wayne's battle cry for the 1980 game was "44 no more", in reference to CHS 44 game WOL wining streak. 
(4) Wayne's primary rival to this point was Stebbins. 
(5) The 1981 battle cry was "53 is all they'll see". 
(6) 1984 was the last year that only two teams per region qualified for the playoffs. In 1985 the playoffs were expanded to four teams per region. Refer to OHSAA Classes & Divisions 
(7) The fire Marshall was not pleased.  
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Road to the Playoffs 
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  The Quarterback Club offers players, families, coaches 
and fans an opportunity to contribute to the success of 
the team with gifts, works, and spirited support for 
Centerville football. We are a service club dedicated to  
ELK PRIDE in our efforts to provide financial and 
volunteer support. 
  Quarterback Club membership primarily consists of 
the parents of past, present, and future Centerville 
High School football players. However, all community 
members and CHS football fans are welcome.   

 
2022 Projects include: 

 $2,000 Player Scholarship   
Team clothing and equipment including additional 
uniforms, team warm-ups, shirts, shoes, and  player  
of the week  award  jackets. 
 
Food including team breakfasts for playoff games, post 
scrimmage meals, food  (steaks) for the Senior Dinner 
and Tailgate food before all home games. 

    2022 OFFICERS 
 
Brad Mason - President  
  
Greg Kerr - Vice President/Membership 
   
Kent Owsley - Treasurer 
  
John Wheatley - Communications & Site 
  
Bill Brinck - Booster Representative 
  
Jeff Courville - Business Development 


